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So, for me the
month started
quite well.  I’d
already booked
up my maximum
of 5 tug slots but
rapidly realised I
could buck the
system by tact-
ically “mass-
aging” the online
portal.

As far as I’m
c o n c e r n e d ,
there’s only 3
pilots on the tug

pilot list that count: me, myself and I.  However, we’d collectively failed to
appreciate that my licence revalidation date was fast approaching.  As ever,
the check pilot was being evasive.  He did mumble something about fulfilling
the revalidation requirements at any time during the last year. Personally,
I’d have thought the fact that I’d invited him to fly was incentive enough.
Actually, I find the whole episode of licence revalidation a thoroughly
unsavoury experience.

I rock up to the hangar for the number 2 slot to find that the tug I want is
buried near the back.  Can you ‘Adam & Eve it’!!  Never mind, the one at
the front looks ok, and I’m sure a couple of extra hours on that won’t make
a jot of difference to the tug order.  Anyway, that Gayl isn’t even a pilot, so
how could she possibly know anything about towing!!

Having laboured and cursed to drag the hangar doors open and get the tug
out, I’m already feeling knackered.  So I do the DI in front of the hangar.
A perfunctory look round says the old bird looks ok to fly.  I’m pretty sure
I didn’t clip the hangar door with the right wingtip as I came out, but the
strobe light is broken and I can see a paint streak out there too.  A quick
glance at the hanger door confirms the same yellow paint as on the tug.
Oh well, I’ll write it up like I just found it and let good old Stuart put it right

later.  After all, it’s not like we really need all that stuff on the end of the
wing anyway.

Ah.  The oil quantity looks like it’s at the minimum of 6 units.  Fiddlesticks.
I hate getting all covered in crap first thing.  Maybe I’ll leave it for the next
pilot to do deal with when they refuel later.  Actually, there’s quite a lot of
oil underneath and in fact the whole airframe looks filthy.  Mud, bugs and
water streaks all over the Plexiglas as well.  Think I’ll leave it for the pilots
on the later slots to sort out.  Now I know why I never sign up for the last
slot of the day.

Ok. Rope looks fine.  Think I’m supposed to carry a spare but I can’t be
arsed to go back into the hangar and get one.  Probably have one at the
launch bus anyway.  Now, where’s the DI book?  Never mind: it’s usually
full of the same pointless entries.  What the hell does ‘nil further’ mean
anyway?  Must think he’s some bloody airline pilot.  I ask you!  And as for
that log sheet, I just simply don’t fathom why we need all that detail on it.
Thought that’s what the office staff were for.

Oops.  Almost got caught there.  Just managed to catch the canopy before
the leading edge slammed into the oil hatch that I’d left open while I debated
my oil conundrum.  Can’t catch Old Dad out that easily.  Sometimes I think
I’m simply wasted doing this kind of flying.  Should be piloting those War
birds for that Boultbee mob down at Goodwood.  Now that’s proper stuff.

Time to start up.  I’ve pulled the doors closed behind me so I won’t blow
crap into the hangar.  No worries there then.  I remember this one being a
bit tricky to get going so I’m going to prime the daylights out of it and then
crank until it fires.  This uses lots more starter duty cycle, but hey ho, any
port in a storm.

A good fistful of throttle also helps and so what if the engine fires up straight
into high rpm.  Right, let’s dance around the cockpit moving various switches
in some random fashion.  Can’t have too many lights on for start-up.
Anyway, it’s not my fault that some ass has put all the switches in different
places.
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Right: here goes and… voila!!  It runs.  Oh bugger, I didn’t want to roll
forward just yet.  That parking brake is so ‘last week’ and the engine is
revving a bit quicker than I want.  Magic… got it under control so let’s give
it some welly to get it going uphill on the wet grass.  Can’t see why the
engine needs to warm up at all.  My car doesn’t.

Fab.  Well that’s all done for now, so I’ll zip down to the clubhouse for a well
earned cuppa then do the engine run-up before the first tow.  And on that
subject, I never understood why we should check mags and brakes for
function before leaving the parking area.  Some people do overcomplicate
this business.

Wow.  That latte
tastes good but
then it should do.
I think those two
that run the
canteen must be
related to the Kray
brothers, the prices
they charge!!

Now what!  Does
the office staff
have a life?  I
reckon they all
moonlight doing
the platform
announcements at

Basingstoke station.  “Tug to the launch-point”.   Oh well, “on it like a
bonnet” I suppose.  That loser in the number 1 slot must be on the crapper…
too bad!!  Maybe I was a pirate in another life.

Hey.  Now I’m getting strapped in I can see there’s no glider ready yet.  Oh
well, I’ll go out anyway and see what happens.  If necessary, I’ll pull the
throttle right back and let the engine tick over real slow.  That should save
fuel.  Ok, looks like nobody is near the glider so I’ll shut down.  Mixture lean
and presto, a dead engine.  I’ll leave the master on so I can hear the radio.

Right; now they look nearer to being ready, let’s get started.  I remember
that loser that did my last tug check mentioning some differences between
cold and hot start procedures, but I reckon he just liked the sound of his
own voice.  Think I’ll rock with the standard fuel pump on and four pumps
on the throttle.  Usually works just fine for me.

Oops.  Bit of a pop there when she fired but all looks good now.  Not much
to do as I left all the switches on from the previous shutdown.  Quick run
through that TTFF checklist thing…. never sure why I do it as most items
don’t apply, and anyway, I go through it so quickly I don’t have time to
verify that it’s done correctly.  Bet it impresses the hell out of the check
pilots though.

Right.  Up slack, and now all out.  That winch retrieve truck looks a bit
adjacent, but I suppose the nerd with the radio knows what he’s doing.
Come to think of it, I can also see the lights flashing on the second winch.
Oh well, no time to scan for a launch now.  Right; got some good speed
here, so let’s haul the old bird off, accelerate in ground effect and then pitch
up to nail that climb speed.  Works a treat every time and must give the
glider pilot a great view of the top of my head as we climb out.  Shame I
don’t have more hair.

Ok, time to think about where to haul this pile of firewood that I’m towing.
Actually, was it that type or one of those Kevlar penis extensions that most
of those old gits own?  Never mind, I’ll go for 65kt and hedge my bets.
Can’t believe all the nice looking clouds are in the opposite direction to which
I’ve just turned.  Oh bugger, think I just clipped that nameless noise-avoid
area where they always complain.  Too bad…  move back to the smoke with
all that council house violence.  See how you like the noise there, pal.

Right, getting near 2000’ so hopefully this is it.  Come on, bugger off so I
can nip down and catch the next tow before Colin decides he wants a second
tug.  Fab, there he goes, so shove the nose down and so what if I’m not
quick enough with the throttle to stop the engine over-revving.  Still, just
in case that pesky CFI is listening, I’ll pull the power right back to 2000 rpm
pretty smartish.  Looks like there’s no rush for the next tow now, so I’ll ride
around Hampshire for a bit and take in the view.  I remember the check
pilot demonstrating how the throttle need not be moved once set correctly
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during descent.  Then again, if he was half as good as he thought he was,
he’d be mustard.  Self-important twat, in my opinion.

Ok.  Rack it round on finals.  Not much wind, so get in low over the road
and trees.  Never mind the expensive looking cars in the undershoot.  Can’t
be doing long landings.  Chuck it on the ground.  Now hammer the brakes
and tighten the turn on the ground roll.  That always slows it down nicely.
Too bad if there’s a bit of side-force on the gear and wheels.  Bugger, missed

the tail number & type of the next tow.  Never mind, that’s what the radio
is for.

And here we go again.  Wonder when they will invite me to be an instructor
pilot.  Be good to get rid of those old wrinklies.  Isn’t life grand!!
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Softie parachutes for sale
Softie Mini with carry-bag. Suitable for pilots up to
240lb. Royal Blue. 2014. New £1,952 - sell £1,700

Softie Micro with carry-bag. Suitable for pilots up to
180lb. Aerobatic harness. Red. 2014. New £2,008 - Sell
£1,700

Softie Long with carry-bag. Suitable for pilots up to
240lb. Aerobatic harness. Sheepskin pad. Navy. 2014
New £2,095 - Sell £1,750

Softie Seat with carry bag. Suitable for bucket-seat
aircraft seat and pilots up to 240lb. Aerobatic harness.
Charcoal blue trim. 2013 New £2,039 - Sell £1,500

Softie Wedge Suitable for pilots up to 240lb. Aerobatic
harness. Black with orange trim. 2015 New £1,979 -
Sell £1,800

Contact parasentailuk@gmail.com

The cover photograph was taken by Peter Masson. It
shows Matt Davis flying Steve Pozerskis' ASW20  over
West Wittering with Chichester in the background

mailto:parasentailuk@gmail.com
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Day  1, Sunday 24th
The days start with a briefing in the Sisteron
clubhouse at 10:00 using weather web-sites
in a similar way to Lasham, except in French.
Most days someone is on hand to give the
gist of what is being said in English,
otherwise we were just reading the forecast
details from the graphics.

The day was moderately cloudy, but even on
the good days at this time of year there were
seldom more than twenty pilots at the

briefing. A distinct difference to UK flying is that launches seldom start before
12:00, even when distant Cu seem to be going well by 10:30. Weather in
the Alps is a very local phenomenon. However it is still soarable at 19:30
and landings are often well past 20:00.

I was flying half of each day in the DG 1000, alternating with John Purchas,
with Merv Saunders keeping an eye on things from the back seat while John
or myself tried to make it look as if we knew what we were doing. It was
my second time at Sisteron and John’s third, so we are some way from being
mountain pilots – Merv was kept busy!

John went first and in an increasingly cloudy sky managed around 2.5 hours.
I took off around 15:45 and did 1:15, though the lift was deserting us at
the end and there wasn’t enough wind to make the nearby ridges work.
Even so, we managed to climb to 7,200ft (the airfield is at 1,770ft),  getting
over Moulard  to the west of Sisteron town. At Sisteron, 7,200ft is just a
mediocre day.

Day 2, Monday 25th
The day started with bright sunshine and we got away ‘early’ at 11:30 with
the tug-pilot no doubt grumbling about bleed’n foreigners wanting to fly
before 12:00.

A short aerotow got us to the local hill, Hongrie then across  to Trainon, We
worked our way to 7,800ft over Selonnet, then a quick run down La Blanche,
part of the well-known Parcours de Combattants. Here it is an 8,000ft ridge.
It seemed very close (well a couple of wing spans). Running back north-west
to Colombis, we crossed the Durance Valley and then north of the Gap to
the Pic de Bure which looks like an 8,500ft armchair. We finished the flight
with a great run along the 6,000ft Montagne de Lure.

Day 3 Tuesday 26th
This day had a really strong crosswind and a hair-raising aerotow – probably
my most difficult to date. We towed across to the nearby ridge known as
the Gache. This rises 2500ft above the airfield with the last 500ft being a
vertical face (eat your heart out Southdowns) and faces directly into the
wind, so with 3 minutes we added 1,600ft. Trainon then took us to 7000ft.
Via Les Monges once more we reached the La Blanche but this time up to
10,000ft (my first time that high in a glider). Crossing to the 7500ft Pic du
Morgon gave us a great view of Lac de Serre-Ponçon, where we made some
more close inspections of the mountain sides and tops before a 50km
sight-seeing glide back to the airfield.

Sisteron 2015

The joys of flying solo at
Sisteron have been published
in Rising Air before. In this
article Terry Dunford describes
a typical week on Lasham’s
expedition to the French Alps
last May & June. You may not
know the places mentioned,
but you should get an idea of
the fun to be had. All heights
are QNH.

The Durance valley with Sisteron Airfield in the middle distance
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Google Earth: Looking north east
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Day 4 Wednesday 27th
This was the third day with bright sunshine and 25°C. The air was continuing
to dry out so the dew point was higher each day. We quickly got to 9000ft
at the nearby village of Clamensane before heading south-east. We scraped
straight across La Blanche ridge (check the gel coat) and glided far across
the Barcelonette valley to even an higher peak, Grand Berard at 9500ft.

“Merv, we are not high enough for that”, “Ah, we will be, just aim for the
highest peak you think you can make!” and sure enough we found a thermal
and we soon climbed to 13,000ft (my first time on oxygen) and came within
2km of the Italian border. As the mountains fell away, we could see the
Italian city of Cuneo about 50km away on the low plain. The land-out options
seemed dire, though Merv confidently reassured me that Barcelonnette

Airfield was comfortably in range. We headed back for a leisurely 100km
glide home, yet still arriving with 2000ft to spare.

Day 5 Thursday 28th
It was just another perfect day with light southerlies. After a very short tow
to the nearby ‘small hill’, Hongrie, (Ed: it is actually higher than Snowdon)
The bare rock faces near La Motte du Caire again got us to 9000ft, so we
cruised across to the Pic de Bure then set off to the Ecrins National Park, a
group of snowy peaks rising to over 13,000ft. This is immensely picturesque
with absolutely nowhere to land. Merv spotted a peak with its own cloud
parked on top. There we  worked our way above the cloud into wave (another
first for me) and up we went, slowly but steadily to 18,500ft. The view was
stunning but just a little chilly at -18°C. As we were ‘properly’ dressed in
jeans and T shirts, we reluctantly left before getting to the airspace limit of
19,500ft.

Day 6 Friday 29th
This time I flew with Gee in the Duo. An 11:00 launch to Trainon and some
scratching on Auribeau gave us enough to get to Blayeul where we zoomed
up to 9800ft. From this height we could do a straight glide over Lac de
Serre-Ponçon, climbing at Tête de Lucy and then into the Ecrins. There we
eventually settled for 10,400ft and made the long glide across to Pic de
Bure, past Serres and home on a 100km final glide arriving back with 2400ft
in hand. It was just too easy!

We had a spectacular week’s flying in near perfect weather with the bonus
of so many firsts and some great photos and video to help hold it in the
fading memory. If you haven’t flown here, you need to. It is an absolute
gliding playground without the airspace and weather restrictions that we
have to live with in the UK. And it brings on your flying too!

Youtube clips:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Eojshixpqai Pic de Bure at 1:30
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=InpItpujajs   Ecrins at 1:34
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Some of the Ecrins

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Eojshixpqai
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Eojshixpqai
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=InpItpujajs
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We have a really good winter talks season coming up with something
organised every Saturday from the bonfire night party through to Easter
with the exception of the Christmas break. Non-members and members of
other clubs are welcome to attend. Some dates and talks might change but
listed below is the current situation. Hopefully there will be something that
interests everybody.

Most Saturday talks will commence at 6pm. The exact venues will be notified
nearer the time but most will be held in the Brown Elephant briefing room
if it is available. As is customary, a silver collection will be made at the end
of each talk for the Lasham Trust or other deserving cause. As ever, dinner
will be available in the restaurant. Matt and Dan have said that they will not
be doing table service this winter, so booking will not be vital nevertheless
they would still appreciate if people would let them know that they are
planning to eat.  01256 384910 or by e-mail to:
cateringmanager@lasham.org.uk

Saturday 7th November – The season commences with an illustrated talk
by Paul Haliday on his exploits in Sweden with some stunning photos of the
Northern Lights. Paul gave a very interesting talk a couple of years ago and
his photography is simply amazing. It is interesting to hear what he did to
get some superb shots.

Saturday 14th November – Rob Venema will travel across from Holland
to tell us about 320 (Dutch) squadron during the time it was based at RAF
Lasham during WW2. Rob is the curator of Foundation of the Military Flying
Personnel 1939-1950 museum in Holland. Thanks to Patrick Geraets for
organising this one.

Saturday 21st November – A talk on glider storage and covers by Andrew
Blundell who is the MD and founder of Vertigo Covers. Andy will also tell us
a bit about how the company was formed.

Saturday 28th November – A seminar on Air Law with tips on how to stay
out of jail. This will be less of a talk and more of a group discussion led by
Gordon Sharp who as well as being a Lasham member and an extremely
experienced power pilot, was the Head of the Regulation Investigation &
Enforcement Branch at the CAA.

Saturday 5th December –

At 4:30pm Helen Evans launches her new book of poetry. See next page
At 5:30 pm, a talk by Adrian Emck and Dr Colin Jackson on cockpit comfort
and flight safety. Adrian and Colin have done a lot of research on this subject
and tell us what they have discovered.

Saturday 12th December – A talk by Howard Torode and Afandi Darlington
on the development of high performance sailplanes. This is a talk that they
gave to the Royal Aeronautical Society. Howard and Afandi are both senior
members at Lasham. Howard  chairs the BGA Technical Committee. Afandi
is a senior investigator at the AAIB.

Saturday 19th December – The traditional Lasham Christmas dinner and
panto. Lots of silliness. Buy your tickets from the office.

Saturday 26th December – Boxing Day. No event because everybody will
be at home watching ‘The Sound of Music’ on TV for the umpteenth time.
(Ed: It used to be ‘The Great Escape’)

Friday 1st Jan 2016. - Traditional New Year Day charity fun run around
the peri track. Meet outside the clubhouse at 11:00.

Saturday 2nd Jan 2016 – Hangover holiday. No event for obvious reasons.

Saturday 9th Jan – A talk on airships by the former Chief Pilot of Airship
Industries, Geoff Beard. Geoff is an old mate who started gliding at around
the same time as I did. He has had a fascinating career in aviation and it
will be interesting to hear some of it.

Saturday 16th Jan - Use of low cost devices for cross-country navigation
and an insight into state-of-art hang-gliding & paragliding by Neville Almond.
Neville is an accomplished cross-country hang glider pilot. He has done a
lot of work in making X-C Soar software work on e-readers.

Saturday 23rd Jan – Lasham's traditional Burns Supper evening  – tickets
will be available from the office nearer the time.

Winter talks & other events

mailto:cateringmanager@lasham.org.uk


Bursaries

Among the schemes to assist young pilots, the Honourable Company of Air
Pilots Young Instructor in conjunction with the BGA offer bursaries which
aim to help glider pilots under the age of 25  to qualify as either a Basic
Instructor or Assistant Instructor. It has proved to be popular.

All the funding opportunities for junior gliding are described at
https://members.gliding.co.uk/junior…/funding-opportunities

Saturday 30th Jan 2015 – A talk by Paul Stickler on historical murders in
the 20th Century and before. This is not intended as an instructional session!
More info on Paul's excellent web site:
http://www.historicalmurders.com

Saturday 6th Feb – A talk by Francesco Padovano on the new gliding site
that he has set up near Cuenca in Spain which offers access to some exciting
new soaring opportunities.

Saturday 13th Feb – A talk by the British glider aerobatic team principal
and four-times National Aerobatic champion, Paul Conran, on getting young
people into glider aerobatics.

Saturday 20th Feb -  A talk on flying and air power by retired Air
Commodore Andrew Lambert. Thanks to David John for arranging this one.
Andrew used to run the Weapons Instructor School - the ‘Top Gun’ School
in US parlance - and then commanded operations in N Iraq in the late '90s
when the RAF was enforcing a no-fly zone.

Saturday 27th Feb – (BGA Conference this weekend) A talk on improving
your personal performance by Dr Al Nunn. Al is a prominent member at
Lasham and has done a lot of academic research on slowing the ageing
process. Something of increasing importance and relevance to many of us!

Saturday 5th March – Mike (Platypus) Bird will give a talk entitled ‘Being
a Soar Loser’. Mike wrote the Platypus column in Sailplane and Gliding for
many years and is also a competition pilot of great repute. He is an engaging,
interesting and amusing speaker and it will be interesting to hear of some
of his less successful comp efforts.

Saturday 12th March – A talk by Glyn Bradney on the history of Lasham
Airfield. Glyn gave an excellent talk last year on vintage gliding and has
done a lot of research on how our airfield came into being and what
happened since. One not to miss!

Saturday 19th March – An event is being planned for this day. More later.

Saturday 26th March – Easter Saturday – To finish off the winter talks
season, a classical guitar recital by Jane Nash and Steve Grant. Both are

highly accomplished guitarists. Many members will know Jane, who is also
a member. Steve is a mate who lives nearby. He's not a glider pilot and very
kindly played for us last winter. His recital was very well received and it will
be a pleasure to hear them again. This event is subject to it not being a
500km day. I'm sure that the audience will understand if one of the players
is a little late back from enjoying some early cross country.

M��� P���pot�

Bursaries

Among the schemes to assist young pilots, the Honourable Company of Air
Pilots Young Instructor in conjunction with the BGA offer bursaries which
aim to help glider pilots under the age of 25  to qualify as either a Basic
Instructor or Assistant Instructor. It has proved to be popular.

All the funding opportunities for junior gliding are described at
https://members.gliding.co.uk/junior…/funding-opportunities
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Only Flying
Lasham is the inspiration for several poems in a new pamphlet written by
former member Helen Evans.

Only by Flying, due to be published on 30 November this year by the
award-winning HappenStance Press, takes flight as one of its central
themes. Half of its 22 poems are about gliding, inspired by Lasham and
elsewhere, while others have flying-related subjects.

Helen will launch the pamphlet in the gliding world with a half-hour poetry
reading at Lasham at 4:30pm on Saturday, 5 December, as an addition to
the Winter Lecture series.

Only by Flying, which costs £5 plus P&P, can be purchased after 30
November from www.happenstancepress.org

http://www.historicalmurders.com
http://www.historicalmurders.com
http://www.happenstancepress.org
http://www.happenstancepress.org
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Practice makes Prefect (Paul Haliday)

One of the great days in September (Jane Nash)

Flying Farmers fly-in (Jane Nash)

Dyer & Butler are using our runways to practice runway maintenance
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Top left: Andrew Haines, CAA Chief
Executive after his flight with Colin
Watt

Botton left Werner and Chris Lewis
meet the Stig at our LGS stand at
Dunsfold

Top right: The appearance of a sign
banning vehicular traffic though the
village gate came as a surprise.

A swift exchange of letters resolved
the situation, though they then did
manage to remove the wrong signs.

Bottom right: Wheeling out the
gliders on the longest day at 3:45am
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Left: Nigel Mallender (946) taking the low level straight line route between St Catherine's Point and The Needles (you can see the cloud shadows the
next climb) Top right: 946 about to round The Needles. Bottom right: Looking back at St Catherine's Point  All by Peter Masson.
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It’s cold and wet at Lasham today,so it must be
time to sit down and write my magazine article.
It’s also the time when I look back at the season
and think about the things that have happened
at Lasham, and also in the greater gliding
community. After ten minutes thinking about the
summer of 2015, the only conclusion I can come
to is that someone took away the nice weather
in July and it didn’t return it until September.
Somehow I feel robbed!

Airspace
This summer the issue of airspace has been front
and centre for me. It’s not just been about the
attempted grab of a large chunk of airspace to
the East of us by our near neighbours. There are

a few things that you can do to show that we are responsible pilots, and in
the process give me fewer irate phone calls!

NOTAMS
It’s a requirement for all pilots to be aware of any relevant airspace warning
and changes that are in force on the day they fly. It’s not just cross-country
pilots that need to check the Notams, but also the pilots flying in the local
area as this year we have had some temporary changes to airspace that
have been close to the airfield.

To make the information easily accessible, the paper Notams, and also the
weather info have been moved onto the notice-board opposite the office
shutters. If there are relevant airspace issues, they will normally be marked
on a paper version so you don’t have to trudge through all 50 pages.

There are also a number of web-sites that show Notam info in map format.
I have listed a couple that I use daily.
http://notaminfo.com/ukmap

http://metutil-clone-
hrd.appspot.com/static/maps/NotamMap_EGTT_EGPX_2DAY_WR.
htm

Both sites carry disclaimers about the information being accurate. This can
be true when it comes to depiction the shape of complex restricted airspace

ATZs
There has been a lot of publicity from the BGA about the importance of
contacting an ATC unit before entering an ATZ. The BGA’s open letter has
been published elsewhere in our newsletter and I urge you to read it.

Royal flights
In 2011 temporary airspace was introduced to protect members of the Royal
Family when they fly in and out of Farnborough. The airspace is probably
implemented less than 30 times per year, and is only for a duration of around
1 hour. The issue with this airspace is its proximity to Lasham and also the
complexity of the various departure options .

The notice board outside the office will have details of any royal flight that
are taking place and we also put the information on the notice board on the
launch-point vehicle. We also try to tell everyone who is about to launch
about the airspace, and to try and make ourselves more bullet-proof, we
will have printed maps available from the office and at the launch-point.

To really understand where you can and cannot fly you have to read the Air
Information Circular on the Eurocontrol web-site.  I can’t give a direct link
to it, because you have to register and be given a password. When you get
into the Basic Section, look for
CIRCULAR AIC Y 2011-099 ROYAL FLIGHT CAS(T) ARRANGEMENTS -
FARNBOROUGH

Bookable training Wednesdays, Thursdays, Fridays & Weekends
Throughout the winter we will be running bookable flying training for five of
the seven days. Its available for any training from pre solo to instructor
training and checking. We run a morning and afternoon session, which
guarantees you, get an instructor and glider for that period. So to see the
vacant slots either use the link in the members’ area of the Lasham web
site or go straight to www.lashambookings.co.uk The user name is your
membership number and the password for student log in is still ASK13.

Watt’s up

http://http://notaminfo.com/ukmap
http://http://notaminfo.com/ukmap
http://http://metutil-clone-hrd.appspot.com/static/maps/NotamMap_EGTT_EGPX_2DAY_WR.htm
http://http://metutil-clone-hrd.appspot.com/static/maps/NotamMap_EGTT_EGPX_2DAY_WR.htm
http://http://metutil-clone-hrd.appspot.com/static/maps/NotamMap_EGTT_EGPX_2DAY_WR.htm
http://http://metutil-clone-hrd.appspot.com/static/maps/NotamMap_EGTT_EGPX_2DAY_WR.htm


Motorglider flying
If you like the idea of flying something with a fan up the front and a heater
to keep you warm, then come along and have a go flying our motorglider.
We have eight instructors who can teach for the NPPL License and twenty
who are qualified to teach gliding related exercises. So even if you just want
to keep current and do a few circuits to polish up your landing, just give the
office a call and book it with an instructor.

Ridge flying
We have already had a number of good ridge days so far this autumn, with
a couple of members clocking up some fast 300-400km flights. So if you
don’t mind the cold, keep an eye out for the winter north-easterlies when
you are watching the BBC weather, and go and have some fun.

One other option to be aware of is using one of Lasham’s high performance
two-seaters and splitting the cost with a mate or even a group of people.
Three hours on the South Downs and a crew change at Parham makes for
a reasonably priced fun-day’s flying.

Bronze C winter lectures
We are planning a series of winter lectures starting in January and into
February to help you study and pass the Bronze written ground exams.
These lectures will also be of interest to anyone studying for the JAR PPL
written exam, as there is a lot of cross-over content of the two subjects. So
if you are in need of that extra push to pass the exam then this is for you.

The lectures will be on a Sunday afternoon starting at 5pm. They will last
about two hours with a tea-break halfway through. The dates for these
lectures will be announced shortly via email and on the notice board

Discus at Aboyne
At the end of the October Aboyne trip we will be leaving our Discus SH4 at
the airfield for a further two months. It’s available for members to go and
use on a daily or weekly basis, so if you fancy going to Scotland for some
winter wave flying then give me a call the office for more info.

What’s happening next year
The plans for next season start to take shape in early September with the
competitions dates already confirmed on the BGA’s web-site. Then in late
September we start planning next year’s expeditions with the dates fixed
by the end of October. This is then put together with our course planner to
form the Club Calendar in the What’s On section of the web-site. So as a
taster of what we are planning for next year, here are some of the events
and dates below:

Jaca spring expedition
Start the season early with some mountain and wave flying in one of
Lasham’s two-seaters with an experienced instructor. It’s a great
introduction to mountain soaring with an excellent weather record in March
and April. We will be taking a Duo and the DG 1000 to Spain for 4 weeks.
Each expedition week starts on a Sunday and runs until the Friday. Full
details will be sent to members at the beginning of November and the
booking list will be opened in the Lasham office on Saturday 21 November.

Southern French Alps   12 - 24 June 2016
Mountain training weeks flying with experienced instructors. Come and enjoy
one of the best soaring areas in Europe and learn to fly in the mountains
safely. With an instructor/student ratio of 2:1 and long flying days in June,
it’s a good way to pack in some concentrated flying and become comfortable
flying in a spectacular playground.

Full details will be sent to members at the beginning of December and the
booking list will be opened in the Lasham office on Saturday 16 January.

Lasham Regionals  28 May – 5 June
Why not try your hand at competition in our regionals and see how you do
racing against your mates? Either way it’s a fun week with excellent facilities
and organization to ensure you make the most of the weather, which in
previous years has been excellent at that time of year. Book early through
the Lasham office to guarantee a place

Open and 15m Nationals  30 July – 7 August
In 2015 Lasham will hosts both the Open Class and 15m Nationals as well
as Lashamglide pre-European 18m comp.

14Watt’s up
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Glider maintenance courses

The BGA runs a selection of courses for BGA Inspectors and individuals
involved in glider maintenance for their club. The BGA Club Maintainers’
Course is a new course to support those involved with helping to
maintain gliders at their club. It’s an ideal step for anyone planning to be
a BGA inspector. The course aims to give more knowledge (especially
with the unavoidable paperwork) and confidence at a practical level whilst
building experience performing permitted pilot owner maintenance.

On completion of the course, maintainers will be able to work in
compliance with the legal ‘pilot/owners’ maintenance framework and be
able to judge themselves if they have the relevant skills to perform all
pilot/owner maintenance tasks. The Lasham dates are:
� 13 November at Lasham
� 5 December at Lasham
� There is also an Inspector Refresher Course & Initial Issue including

Human Factors on 14 November at Lasham

Courses are free, but you will need to book through the BGA office in
Leicester as spaces are limited.  Tel. 0116 289 2956

I had the privilege and honour of welcoming aviation royalty to Lasham in
the form of Eric "Winkle" Brown and his charming wife Jean. We hosted
the Flying Farmers Association at Lasham for their AGM. EWB was their
keynote speaker. At 96, he's still as sharp as they come and he had some
incredible stories to tell. What a man! He got a well deserved standing
ovation at the end. I just hope that we will be able to welcome him to
Lasham again some time in years to come. Mike Philpott
There is currently an active petition on the UK Government and Parliament
web-site which I think it would be good to encourage all pilots to read and
sign. It is petitioning the Government to change the law from designating
airfield as ‘Brownfield Sites’, back to ‘Greenfield Sites’, otherwise it is
possible for developers build on airfields.
https://petition.parliament.uk/petitions/106779

Jane Nash
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Aboyne  2 - 21 October
A chance to extend the season with some wave flying and the possibility of
Gold and Diamond heights. Aboyne is one of the few places in Europe that
has a wave box that allows flights above FL 195. We will have both two-seat
and a single-seat Lasham gliders available for expedition members to fly,
and all will be equipped with oxygen for high wave climbs. Once again we
will have a house near the airfield for expedition members to stay in.

CFI Lasham Gliding Society

https://petition.parliament.uk/petitions/106779


Dear glider pilot
Earlier this year we wrote to you with important information about airspace.
This letter is an update and offers further guidance.

Thanks
First of all, thanks very much for your contribution so far this year including
communicating with air traffic control where appropriate. We have received
feedback that the number of awareness radio calls at airfields with
instrument traffic is increasing and the quality of radio communication is
improving. Geoff Brown’s excellent work on airspace files now makes it much
easier for us to see ATZ’s, frequencies and ILS ‘feathers’ on our moving map
software. That awareness really helps.

Military traffic
During meetings with the military this year, we have discussed a number of
military/glider proximity hot spots, including around Linton-on-Ouse, Odiham
and Benson. Military airfields are busiest during week days, many have
procedural traffic and some have fast jet traffic.

The same precautions we take with their civilian counterparts apply including
avoiding overheads and approaches if we can, and talking to ATC if we can’t
or are close by. Clubs whose pilots regularly fly past Lakenheath are
Mildenhall are liaising with USAF air traffic controllers with the aim of
improving awareness. As pilots, we can each learn which airfields are likely
to be busy and which are almost inactive.

Giving your position
We are trying to educate air traffic controllers about how, for soaring pilots
concentrating as they must on a number of tasks including staying airborne,
radio calls can be very distracting. The problems with using a phone while
driving are well known.

When providing an awareness radio call, all that should be required from
the glider pilots having made contact is something like ‘For your information
glider XYZ is 3 miles east of your airfield climbing in a thermal at 3000’ and
is then heading south. No service required.’ The better informed air traffic
controllers will simply thank you for the call. Others may attempt to impose
a service on you, which you don’t need to take if you are outside an ATZ or

controlled airspace.

Awkward turn-point
A recent helpful discussion with Gloucester airport has identified that when
the Cheltenham East (CHE) TP is used by thermal soaring cross-country
gliders, there is a potential for significant disruption to approach or departure
traffic. Any TP with an ILS feather across it is probably best avoided. If it is
offered as a planned task, why not challenge that decision?

Communicate to save our airspace
Thanks for taking the time to read this. As noted earlier this year, if we all
follow good practice, we can maintain risk at a reasonable level, demonstrate
that gliders do not pose the level of risk that some incorrectly assume, and
have a much better case to oppose future airspace grabs. In operating as
responsible airspace users, we should always remember that the old maxim
of aviate, navigate, communicate (in that order) still holds true. There is
certainly no sense in losing situational awareness in a gaggle while fiddling
with a radio. But the more we can communicate responsibly, the less likely
we are to come into conflict with traffic which might otherwise look for more
controlled airspace. Good pilots will strike the right balance.

Kind regards
John Williams, Sarah Kelman, Andrew Roch – BGA Airspace Committee
Mark Holden – BGA Competition Committee
Pete Stratten – BGA Safety Committee

16Airspace safety update

Parasential

After eight very enjoyable years,  I am sorry to announce that Parasential
will cease being the UK agent for the Softie parachutes as from October
31st 2015. It has been a very hard decision to make but LX Avionics Ltd
(who are taking the distributorship over) will, I am sure, be very happy to
look after your future needs. I wish all my past customers and contacts the
very best for the future and thank you for your custom.  It has been a
pleasure to know you. Marjorie Hobby
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Why automate?
For many years people have pointed out that there must be a better method
than paper to record the 32,000 annual flights by gliders and tugs. It should
be possible to use a computer.

At first sight specifying some sort of spreadsheet to mimic the paper logs
might seem like an easy thing to specify. Muggins here volunteered, knowing
full well that implementing any computer system is always easier said than
done.

We have long searched for a Windows computer that could be used in all
weathers from bright sunshine to pouring rain and that was tough enough
to survive the average member of Lasham. These are now available and so
this year we could at last specify the system.

Specifying
Even though paper is primitive, it is easy to use and very flexible.  The
training required is minimal. Consequently specifying its replacement was
surprisingly tricky, even though I built on the preliminary thinking done by
Mike Borrowdale many years ago.

In particular, it has always seemed likely that there would have to be more
than one logging device and so the system would have to synchronise several
devices as well as the office’s main system. For example, on busy days we
often have to collect the names and account numbers from along the aerotow
queue at the same time as doing winch launches. We might also have a
separate machine for the grid launch or air experience flights and yet allow
gliders that have launched from there to be recorded when landing at the
main launch-point.

It would also be good to display the flights in the club-house, so people
could see their flight times without going back out to the launch-point. In
later stages when we are happy with reliability, we may even put smaller
devices in the tugs, though Gayl rightly points out that the tug logs still are
critical.

Reliability is really important. The data input to any logging device will
represent a large amount of revenue each day. I therefore felt happier if

this valuable data could appear in the office immediately. It also meant that
the office could supply us with up-to-the-minute data on the status of
members and on the sale of air-experience vouchers.

The supplier of our Aerolog system, Datamodus, in the shape of the
redoubtable Cecil Ricardo, agreed with our ideas and said that the system
could securely use the synchronisation facilities in Microsoft SQL Server over
the Internet. I chose 3G/4G for the communications since this had a better
range than wi-fi. Since the volume of data is low, the system can synchronise
all devices every ten seconds.

Testing
At first I played around with it indoors. However using it outdoors is where,
in reality, there were some useful lessons, and we are still learning. At
present I think that the load on the launch-point controller was already
considerable and so we do not want to add a computer system to the task
at this stage. Consequently we are going to try to separate logging from
launch-point controlling, at least until the system is well-understood.

Electronic launch-point logging



We have chosen a type of computer that can be used anywhere. We can
put the machines in the launch-point vehicle (LPV) and/or use them outside.
That way we can change our minds about how the system is to be deployed.
Some of the devices may be out and about, but during the winter, inside
the LPV may be the popular choice.

First plea
This brings up my first plea.
There is a delay when a
glider reaches the front of
the queue without the
account numbers(s) and
names having been given.

Somehow we have to
change the culture so that
anyone who has omitted to
give the details of the pilots
to the log-keeper will hear
loud boos from all the
delayed pilots who are
behind in the queue.

Even with the paper logs, it is your responsibility to go to the
log-keeper and report your details without being asked before each
flight. We may have to think of a hand-signal for "same again". Suggestions,
please.

Paper logs will continue for a while
At the time of writing we are still at the early stages of testing and so we
will not be throwing away the paper logs just yet. We are not going for a
big-bang implementation because we still have to train you. We plan to try
it out on just one or two week-end groups before doing the rest. Ed Lockhart
and I will be training some people, but it is difficult to find everyone to train,
so training will have to be done by diffusion.

We have one device at present, but we will need a second when we start
using the system seriously. This mainly because we are used to logging
winches and aerotows on separate sheets of paper. When using just one

computer, it seems too easy to enter a glider in the winch queue when it
should have been entered as an aerotow, and vice versa.

Second plea
I recognise that there will be some who resolutely refuse to learn anything
new. I can only say that my pride would prevent me from ever saying I was
too old to learn something. My second plea is therefore to give it a go when
you get a chance. It isn’t difficult to use, because we have tried to make the
system self-explanatory, but a guided tour is still needed.

During the coming winter months there will be some people who want a
warmer place than outside at the launch point. Please don't hog this. Invite
in more people and show them. We know that the system works in theory,
but it is the members who have to make it work in reality.

18Electronic launch-point logging
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Bonfire and Fireworks at the Halloween Party 31 Oct
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There’s been both Ups
and Downs for the
Gliding Heritage Centre
since our last update in
the June edition of
Rising Air.

The major ‘Down’ has
been the failure of our
bid to the Heritage
Lottery Fund to major-
ity fund the construct-
ion of our planned
Museum building.

The bid went in in March and had taken many months of hard work by the
team to put together. However, a number of subsequent discussions with
the HLF and it gradually emerged our chances of succeeding with the bid
weren’t particularly good. Primarily this was because, as it slowly became
apparent:-

• The HLF prefer to deal with mature and very well established
organisations, Brooklands is a good example. Employing paid staff is a
definite help. Well the GHC is currently an entirely voluntary operation
that only opened in August 2013, so we weren’t scored too highly there!

• The HLF don’t like what they term “new build” projects.

So no great surprise when in July the HLF told us they couldn’t support our
bid as they saw it as over-ambitious for what was a very young charity.
Disappointing, but we learnt a great deal from the exercise and now we
move on.

The Museum Building had been Phase 2 of our overall strategic development
plan. Phase 3 was the doubling in size of the current hangar, or even the
construction of an entirely new hangar. So after the HLF decision we’ve
swapped them round. Phase 2 is now the second hangar ,and as a long term
goal, Phase 3 is now the plan to build the Museum Building.

OK that was the ’Down’ but it’s been counterbalanced I’m pleased to say by
some significant ‘Ups’!

Firstly, the sole remaining Scott Viking 1 (BGA 416, first flown in 1939) was
brought back by Gary Pullen after it had been presented to the GHC on 1
August during the 43rd International Vintage Gliding rally held at Terlet near
Arnhem. To enable this €8200 had to be raised for the purchase of the
Viking. This task was carried out with great determination and commitment
by Bob van Aalst with enthusiastic assistance from our own Colin Simpson.

(The intention of course is to get this truly historic British glider back in the
air – it last flew in 2011. We hope to achieve this by the spring of 2016 after
a very, very thorough inspection.

Secondly the GHC
Open Day held on
Sunday 6 Sept-
ember. Holding an
Open Day has been
a long standing goal
of the GHC, though
I have to confess I
had always been
somewhat scept-
ical! Surprising
therefore that I got
lumbered with the
major part of its
organisation!

We teamed up with the ‘Energy Alton’ group who were promoting electric
cars and bicycles. This, combined with the support of East Hampshire District
Council, was a really major help, as amongst a number of tasks they took
on was the majority of the publicity for the event, which proved a real boon.
To top it all, after a run of several lousy days weather-wise, the day turned
out as absolutely brilliant! – beginners luck methinks!

Vintage News

Scott Viking 1 in the GHC.  All photos by Paul Haliday



Damian Hinds,
our local MP,
opened the event
and over the
course of the 6
hour event we’re
confident the
over-all attend-
ance exceeded
400 – a fantastic
result, plus the
s u b - s e q u e n t
publicity in local
papers was really
excellent.

Energy Alton were delighted with the day as were EHDC, so smiles were in
abundance! What particularly staggered me was that I had just over 40
Lasham members who’d agreed to be volunteers to help run the event, and
every single one of them turned up! Plus, as a bonus, a number of others I
hadn’t expected. Incredibly, in the end, I had too many volunteers!

As autumn turns into winter, the restoration tasks at the GHC will kick into
gear. Prime amongst these is getting the Foka 4 flying in the spring of 2016
and, as I’ve already mentioned, the Viking 1 – loads more queuing up behind
those two! And finally we’re seriously investigating a simulator to be housed
in the GHC hangar.

Glyn Bradney

Lasham Vintage Task Week 8-26 August
Every year the Lasham VGC Group holds a task week with the aim of flying
its extensive fleet of vintage gliders cross country. This has been a bad
summer and the chosen week was no exception however the two weekend
days produced some fair cross country conditions. Sixteen gliders took part.

On the first day the task was LAS- Cirencester – Devizes- LAS, 204km with
a smaller Devizes-Swindon task for the lower performance gliders. Two
gliders completed the larger task: Richard Moyse in the Slingsby Sky and
Ray Whittaker in the K6e. Several gliders completed the smaller task or
turned slightly short of Devizes in worsening conditions. Peter Bunnage
achieved his Silver Distance in the Skylark 3 by landing at Sandhill Farm
having turned Chilbolton on the way, a great effort on a first cross- country.

On Day 2 the conditions where unusual and a small task of 63km was set.
One glider got round and a few others made good attempts. Until the
following Saturday only duration was possible locally on two days. With the
Lasham Regionals starting, it was only possible to launch late after the comp
grid. However a task of 101km was set and completed by a number of
gliders. On the last day a short task of 75km was set, however, conditions
improved and the task proved to be under-set.

A total of 2355km was flown with 1625km being flown on the first day. Rob
MacEvoy produced the scores, with Richard Moyse winning the Keith Green
Wooden Plate, Garry Pullen came second and Team Bocian were in third
place.

One again the Lasham VGC group proved that these aging wooden gliders
can still make significant cross-country flights, often in difficult conditions.
Most importantly we had a fun week with lots of action and with the
exception of a trailer’s wheel falling off on the A339, but there were no other
mishaps. All the entry fees went toward the GHC Hangar Fund.

20Vintage News
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Damian Hinds trying the Slingsby T30 Grasshopper



A bit of history
Ed Mason and I bought BGA 663 in August 2004 from the late and much
missed Bill Tonkyn, I’m now the sole owner.

Unfortunately the Kite 2 was one of Slingsby’s less successful designs, and
there were two key reasons for this. Firstly, they were competing against
the Olympias built by Elliotts of Newbury, which was a truly excellent glider
for its time. Secondly, and more importantly, the Kirbymoorside factory
made a horrible error through building the outer sections of the wings with
wash-in rather than the intended wash-out.

The consequence of wash-in was that the glider spun like a top and this was
the fate of the prototype. A year after its first flight, it spun into the trees
at Camphill on 10 April 1947, while it was on a sales tour. Fortunately the

pilot was uninjured but the glider was a write-off, and the word rapidly went
round the British gliding movement “Don’t fly the Kite 2, it’s lethal!”

Actually, Slingsby only built the prototype. The production run was
sub-contracted to Martin Hearn Ltd at Hooton Park, Cheshire. There’s some
uncertainty about how many Kite 2s were actually made and subsequently
sold.  After a good deal of research I think thirteen (including the prototype),
though Martin Simons cites only 11.

BGA 663 is ‘MHL 200’ and has a placard signing-off its completion by MHL
dated 5 June 1947. For this reason I think this glider very likely was one of
the early demonstrators and that it first flew in 1947. However, I can’t prove
this as the first recorded flight in the logbook is 9 June 1951 at Redhill with
Lorne Welch as  the pilot.

Slingsby had to take back all of the Kite 2s from Martin Hearn and re-build
the outer sections of the wings. Otherwise they wouldn’t have sold and
Slingsby would have been stuck with them. It was in fact BGA 663 that was
tested at Redhill in June 1951 by Lorne Welch and Frank Irving of the BGA
Test Group, the purpose to recommend its formal certification by the Air
Registration Board. This was duly was granted.

The modified Kites were classified as Kite 2a’s but 663 went on to be
significantly modified by Frank Irving and his syndicate between November
and May 1952 after the move from Redhill to Lasham, and so this is the sole
Kite 2b. Frank made a number of modifications. The principal change was
the fitting of ‘barn-door’ airbrakes to the under-surface of the wings to
supplement the top-surface spoilers.

663 was sold in June 1957 and saw a further five syndicates before it was
brought back from Dunstable by two of its original owners, Frank Irving and
Ralph Hooper, plus Bill Tonkyn in September 1992. A complete restoration
followed which was completed in May 1994, and it was during this that 663
acquired its famous red livery and was christened the “Red” Kite.

Anyway, the Kite was ready for the 2015 Vintage Task Week….

21The Ups and Downs of a Red Kite
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2015 Vintage Task Week
8 August 2015 was the first day of the Lasham Vintage Task Week at Lasham
and not a happy day for me! Mike Borrowdale had asked if he could fly my
Kite 2b to which I said “Yep, fine” on the spur of the moment, though I
confess I didn’t properly think about the possible consequences. Well Mike
got round Hungerford and landed out just NNW of Bullington Cross on the
second leg to Chilbolton. It was close to the A34, which a very good effort
in a Kite 2, but one that meant a retrieve.

Now the Kite’s wooden trailer with its tarpaulin is a real antiquity. Many
others would use less complementary terms! It had originally housed the
Weihe owned by Mark Wills and the late Keith Green and was going to be
burnt in 1992 after they had built a new metal trailer. However, Frank Irving
and syndicate bought it for the Kite, and so 23 years later it was still sort
of chugging along.

We got there and de-rigged the glider with no dramas. About 8:30pm we’d
just got back to Herriard and I was thinking “another 10 minutes and I’ll be
sipping a nice cold lager in the Lasham bar!” Not to be! The port trailer wheel
detached itself just before Herriard Church, not to be seen again!

Fortunately we had Richard Moyse with us who is a far more practical person
than me! Had I checked the trailer wheel nuts for tightness? Err, No. Was
the spare wheel in the trailer? Err, No, it was in my garage at home.

The  trailer’s four wheel nuts had also departed never to be seen again.  So
Richard went back the mile and a half to Lasham, found a spare wheel and
some nuts. We only managed to get one nut fully secured and another one
about half-way. We set off at 5mph using the back lanes. To everyone’s
amazement we actually got back, though at 10:30pm!

I’d thought that was finally it for the trailer but Ed Mason got some metric
wheel studs from Southern Trailers, Medstead, and this allowed us to put
the spare wheel back on and after straightening out and re-securing the
(damaged) trailer’s port mudguard we were back in business with a sort-of
serviceable trailer… not that I had any intentions of going out on the public
roads if I could avoid it!

With some trepidation I agreed that it could go to the Brooklands event with
the proviso the trailer wasn’t towed at more than 40 mph.  Ed Mason towed
the trailer to Brooklands and back without any problems to my relief.

The Kite enjoyed a further day of being in the limelight when it was on
display outside the Swan Hotel, Alton, at the request of the Alton Herald in
support of their Classic Car event. A really lovely day kept Gary Pullen’s
team very busy for over 6 hours and everyone agreed it was a most
successful event in which the Kite made a significant contribution.

So BGA 663 has become somewhat of a celebrity in recent times – though
not its trailer! There’s a request that the GHC support the Alton Yuletide
festival on Sunday 6th December. I suspect that we will, and it could well
be the Kite 2 being displayed outside the Swan Hotel again. Watch out for
it if you’re in Alton on the day.

G�y� Bra���y
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As some of you will know, the Vintage Glider Club held its annual dinner at
Lasham on Saturday 3rd October. Thanks go to the Lasham Gliding Society
for letting us hold it in the restaurant and to the boys and girls in the kitchen

for providing a
great meal.

The Vintage Glider
Club (VGC) holds
its annual dinner
at a different
venue each year.
Last year it was on
a barge on the
river at Maastricht
in the Netherlands
and the year
before it was at
the Shuttleworth
collection at Old
Warden.

This year, our
guest speaker was
Mike Bird. Mike
wishes to encour-
age cross country
flying in vintage
gliders, especially
those of  modest
performance, by
helping with retri-
eve costs.

Mike will pay one
pound per
kilometre for the
longest straight-
out flight made in
a glider with open

cockpit and struts during the 2016 season. The flight must start or finish in
the UK. In the event of a tie, BGA handicapping will be applied. If it's still a
tie, the prize will be divided. The VGC Committee will adjudicate if need be.

The VGC was formed in 1973 by Chis Wills and a small group of like-minded
pilots from across Europe. Their aim was to restore and fly vintage gliders
so that they could be seen by future generations instead of being burnt on
a bonfire.  This year the VGC has 875 members in 28 different countries
around the world. Although we don’t have a fixed home, we are probably
the largest gliding club in the world.

We have three major events each year. One is the International Rally, which
is normally held at the end of July and beginning of August. This year it was
at Terlet in the Netherlands, it will be held in Finland, then Hungary and in
2018 in Germany. One of the traditions is for members from each country
to bring food and drink that is typical to their home country. National stands
are set up in the briefing tent and in the evening you go around sampling
the food and drinks provided. It can end up as quite an alcoholic evening.

The second event is the Rendez-Vous. This is normally a fairly low key
meeting which precedes the main rally. People arrive here at different times,
the idea is to fly their gliders and meet up before moving on to the main
rally at the end of the week. The meeting is held at a different airfield to the
main rally and sometimes is even held in a different country. The third event
is the annual dinner.

Incidentally, the Lasham Vintage Group, the guys who rent the buildings at
the west end of the airfield, are not the Vintage Glider Club. Although some
of the Lasham Vintage Group are also VGC members others are not.

Next year the VGC annual dinner will be held at the Zeppelin museum in
Friedrichshafen, Germany. The dinner is only open to VGC members and
their guests, so it you fancy a guided tour around the museum and factory,
with dinner in the museum in the evening, please contact me. Membership
of the VGC costs £32.50 per year with a £5 joining fee, that’s not much
more than a 2,000 foot aerotow.
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OK dear budding pilot.... you finally went solo...  despite ignoring much of
my best Ab Initio advice... so that in itself was a bit of a miracle. And you’ve
been bumbling about solo trying to get heavy two-seaters to go upwards...
and doubtless had a modicum of success.

We now have no fewer than five glass two-seaters which are being used far
more than in previous years. One of the K21s is brand new... you can tell
because the controls squeak quite a bit in the rear seat. The instructors will
doubtless tell you it’s because in the back they give fewer, smaller, control
inputs than the average student so their controls haven’t ‘run-in’ as well.

Don’t believe a word of it! When I first joined LGS they only had one K21
and it was used mostly for a mysterious Lasham ritual known as ‘Glass
Conversion’.  The mystery arose because at other clubs, where the K21 has
been a normal training glider for ages, you never find a ‘Canvas Conversion’
going on. What it comes down to is simply that a K21 goes a bit further and
faster than the old K13... so that’s a good thing and not to lose sleep over
it. You can make a tad more distance into wind... just watch your speed and
attitude on approach that’s all… simples.

So what’s ahead? Well on the academic/badge route there’s the whole
Bronze hoo-ha... but that dear Mr McCullagh has written a very nice book
on that so I don’t want to steal his thunder. I’m here to tell you what they
don’t tell you!

And so, after 20 hours solo on... well any two-seater really...  we finally
come to the business of your first single-seater and here that means the
Grob 102… the Astir. It’s a Special Day... you’re on the very cusp of
becoming a Proper Glider Pilot! (I’m an improper one but we won’t go into
that...)

If the weather is benign this is how your briefing for this will go: “OK make
your first flight on tow because it’s a new type you haven’t flown before and
this is required Lasham practice. Watch your speed and make the approach
at about fifty five knots keeping three-quarters airbrake.” They’re mostly
worried about you PIOing it on round-out you see. You must fully hold-off
the landing or you’ll bounce and zoom and, at best, look a tit. At worst...
well, let’s not go there… all three Grobs have the scars.

That was pretty much all the briefing I got but you might also get: “Each
102 in this club has a different configuration. So with this one you need to
raise the nose/tail off the ground run... and remember your WULF checks
if you raise the undercarriage on SH7.”

And that’ll be about it. Of course from now on you mustn’t skip your WULF
checks ever... on any glider. Otherwise it’s only a matter of time before you
find yourself landing SH7 wheel-up. And then I will thump you because SH7
needs loving not massacring. See next issue.

What might not get mentioned are two massively obvious things:
a) The controls are as light as a feather compared to any two-seater so fly
it delicately... as though your fingers were sore. And
b) The trim is about eight times more responsive than any two-seater.

I don’t know about you but I’m on the heavy side and on a two-seater the
trim goes practically all the way back for level flight. But not on a Grob 102.
Shove it fully forward and you’ll hurtle steeply down to a terrific speed. Pull
it all the way back and I reckon you might be able to loop it just on trim
alone. Or at least manage a good tail slide... which is not recommended as
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it might require use of the parachute.  So now you’re warned! I had to work
this out myself of course but let us move on. Because of this trim sensitivity,
it’s very easy to set it too far forward on  take-off. You’ll know if you’ve done
this because with a nose-wheel you go blasting down the runway at greater
and greater speeds gingerly and nervously pressuring the ‘sensitive’ stick
back more and more with b*gg*r-all happening.

When the tug lifts off before you do, you realise that more drastic action is
called for. Suddenly you hurtle off the ground and say ‘WHOA’ right out loud
as you shove the nose back down again and try to get the feel of the thing
very, very quickly. It’s not actually that difficult and you haven’t suddenly
gone incompetent. All it was: setting the trim too far forward... simples...
once you know. For a first flight I would set it bang in the middle and tweak
it later in very small increments. Make sure someone tells you this!

After these twitchy discoveries you’ll find that flying the Grob is sheer
delight... a totally different experience. For a start, you’re more reclined
than a K13 or K21 and it’s wonderful to feel the crisper, lighter, rate of roll.
Before long you’ll lie right back, relax, concentrate on your look-out and find
yourself merely thinking your way into a satisfying turn... just the way they
write about Spitfires... but don’t get carried away on that one!

Thermalling is also a treat... you can fly slower than the Expensive Hot Ships
and get more out of the core. The rudder is always very sensitive, but if
you’re turning and lose attention with the speed/attitude thing and fly too
slowly… as long as you stay sensible on the rudder all that happens is that
the nose drops. Nothing nasty happens. At 42 knots in a tight-ish turn you
can swing the nose either way with gentle rudder and it won’t spin on you.

It’s very forgiving and all normal recoveries are quick and easy. That’s why
they’re letting you fly it! After  a 102 any heavy wide-span two-seater feels
like stirring cement... and therein lies a trap no-one tells you about:  You’re
still going to be on card training or be back on checks as well. And that
means the K13 again. No two gliders could possibly be more dissimilar!

After the Grob 102, returning to the K13 feels downright peculiar. Sitting
up seems wrong and every part of the K13 stick response feels bizarre. It’s
a heck of an adjustment and you discover that the silky effortless delights
of the 102 have, indeed, made you incompetent in the old red bucket.

It comes as a nasty shock because your instructor will naturally be dubious
about letting you fly the Grob again! My advice is that, regrettably, surreally,
you just have to get used to both... and it will take time.

Keep alternating. Don’t get into a happy rut. You won’t be able to anyway...
you’ll always be tested on a K13 so keep it going until you can handle both
machines without a qualm. The K21 of course will not be a problem. They
never are. They were designed that way…

Now you begin to understand what I meant when I said that your first solo
marked the beginning of your flying training. Don’t say I didn’t warn you!

I shall be singing the praises of SH7... much to the annoyance of Certain
Parties so strap in tight…

25Post-Initio
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The most important thing about the two promotional events for which I
recklessly volunteered this summer was that the sun shone and slightly
stunned everyone both times. Both events featured vintage gliders.

Brooklands
Brooklands Museum in Surrey held an ‘Aviation Day’ on Sunday 20
September when most of Lasham’s vintage hard-core happened to be
romping colourfully on the Long Mynd as they are oft inclined. So Hilton
Thatcher grabbed the most interesting machine left in the nation’s Heritage
Collection and with a few of us remnants helping  we towed it to Brooklands
on a trailer that, frankly, was no advert!

Inside though, Glyn’ Bradney’s precious cherry red Slingsby type 26 Kirby
Kite 2b... BGA No 663 version 3... works number 727 from 1947... a
fascinating machine up about which I had swotted the previous day. We
unloaded near the same building Barnes Wallis worked, but despite my
research I was not prepared for the Big Surprise when the Kite was rigged.

By 11 am we had our prime spot up and running. Hilton and the others were
making sensible conversation with a steadily increasing trickle of Members
Of The General Public.  I though, was grabbing people and saying “Look at
that! Have you ever seen airbrakes like that? No of course you haven’t. I
haven’t either and I’ve been flying gliders for quite a while now. With a slow

flying speed and airbrakes like that you could probably land that thing on
your front lawn....”

Well it’s as good an opener as any… This Kite, you see, has not one, not
two, but three pairs of spoilers top and bottom. But one set opens the other
way... forwards... as a load reducer... a kind of ‘balanced’ spoiler. I got
quite excited about it and much could be said. Yet another aircraft I wanted
to fly... but would my overweight 6 foot 2 frame even get in it?

As the day progressed Brooklands became increasingly sunny and agreeable
with the restaurant only just round the corner. We’d also brought a
photographic display of modern German Hot Tupperware whizzing over the
Alps and these also attracted attention.

Proud though we were of the Kite we didn’t want people thinking that this
was what glider flying is all about today. Or worse, that gliding, like the
Brooklands banked racing circuit, is now just history.  Ideally we should
have had an up-to-date machine with us as well but…

Brooklands Museum seems to like us. We always put in a good effort and it
seems appreciated. They made things easy and checked we were happy.
We even got a promo on the PA and quite a bit of interest from the other
exhibitors. Old ladies just seem to command a certain amount of respect, I
noticed... even as aviation exhibits!

Gliding Heritage Centre Open Day
An even more extraordinary show day had occurred on Sunday 6 September
with the seemingly crazy idea for Lasham’s Gliding Heritage Centre to join
forces with the Energy Alton Group who were looking for a promotional
platform to sell electric bikes and cars. At first this seemed odd... until some
bright wag came up with ‘Silent Wings and Wheels’ and then what we’d been
calling the ‘Heritage Open Day’ all started to come together and make sense.

The important point was that this improbable union gave us critical mass...
sufficient to persuade our MP to come along to the mysterious south side
of Lasham, and say a few words to about 400 thoroughly mixed bods.
Delightful though our colourful old gliders are (and if you haven’t stuck your
nose in the Heritage Hangar yet then shame on you) the sad fact is that
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gliding in general remains a ‘freak activity’ as far as the media are concerned.
Until they want to make a supermarket or a car TV ad that is! So we can’t
normally pull a crowd on our own. And thanks to Top Gear, something similar
could also be said of the electric vehicle community, but put the two together
and a thin but definite magic happens.

Aeronauts and wheeled groundlings began to chat. They sat down on warm
grassy banks near the vintage hangar and ate Maureen Pullen’s excellent
burgers, sausage rolls and even goulash. Their kids tried to fly husband
Gary’s Primary-On-A-Stick thing, and discovered the joys of pedalling
effortlessly uphill on the cleverly designed electric bikes.

Even I got interested... imagine... if I had a folding version of one of  those
I could save myself fourteen miles of Cairngorm approach march on endless
forest tracks next time I had a damp day at Aboyne. But I’m a glider pilot
first... and my heart is set on flying as many of the Heritage Centre’s famous
old ladies as I can. So if I did happen to have a spare £1,200 for an electric
bike think how many flights that would buy me... you see the problem?

The only blot on the skyscape that day was Gary Pullen... repeatedly calling
the T21 a ‘flying brick’ over the p.a.  Shocked and incensed, I was just about
to grab the mic off him and explain that the T21 was, in fact, sailing slowly
over our heads with great poise and majesty in exactly the way a brick
doesn’t. I thought I’d  apologise for our Mr Pullen and explain that we’d sort
his perceptive misalignments out later... round the back of the hangar...
with a brick... when Glynn Bradney, probably acting out of pure instinct,
suddenly sent me off on another mission for Chief Cook Maureen and thus
saved the day without even knowing it.

But the best magic in these events is to see the surprise on people’s faces
when you explain what these crazy old aircraft can do... and have already
done. “See that one there Sir? It was from this very airfield in 1958 that a
top Navy man... yes... NAVY... flew all the way to the Scottish Highlands
and set a record that’s never been broken in 56 years. And that was after
two false starts and an early lunch! Yes... in a machine exactly like that...
honest.”

And the other thing was short-cutting a delightful elderly lady back to her
car along the peri-track (members only) and asking her why she’d come.

“My husband used to work here” she explained. “In that hangar over there.
They had a glider with no tail... it was sort of experimental... and he was
doing a lot of work on it for the chap who had to fly it.”

“Excuse me... an
experimental tail-less
glider? When was
this?”
“Oh... just after the
war” she said “about
1950... I forget.”
“Do you remember the
name of the chap he
worked for... the chap
who flew it?”
“Oh yes” she said... “it
was Robert
Kronfeld...”

So there you have it. We always thank those who help on the day...  but if
they’re like me, they already know how worthwhile it all was and hardly
need thanking. Everyone agreed that Glynn Bradney’s monumental and
precise organisation, rotating roles on the Open Day so that no Marshal felt
abandoned to peri-track or car-park, actually ran like clockwork.

Of course Glynn muttered “Never again” but you’d expect that. Many tours
of the vintage hangar were conducted and far more people than expected
got to fly in the T21... they will never forget how un-brick-like it was.

And so it was that a largely forgotten bit of our aeronautical past not only
met, but shook hands with the probable future of road travel and not one,
but two great days out were had by all.
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G’s book is aimed simply at ‘glider pilots’ but that’s a pretty broad range.
Still, I’m one. Sort of… I’m in an ‘Intermediate’ category… for many years
soaking up all the soaring gen I could get my hands on. From books, the
bar, harassed instructors, or, if all else fails, my own experience. So I reckon
I stand to appreciate this the most!

Give this book to someone of vast cross country experience and they’ll
probably tell you they already knew most of the stuff explained in the first
half of this book. And someone of huge alpine experience will probably tell
you that they already knew most of the contents of the second half. But I
bet you that, even in these hardened cases, G will still have some fresh
angles and one or two useful thoughts even for them. Give this book to a
young keen post-solo pilot and they’ll be stunned by the mass of detail and
possibly have little to compare it with.

You have to bear in mind though, that G’s phenomenal experience has been
gained in many parts of the world, notably New Zealand’s Southern Alps,
and although The Soaring Engine has been written with British pilots in mind,
we cannot be his only readership. So you might find the odd observation
that seems more relevant elsewhere. I might be wrong, but it’s hard to
believe that any boggy Scottish slope I’ve ever trudged up is ever going to
act as much of a storage heater… even if it has been facing the sun half the
day.  Maybe more with Alpine limestone, though! But this is a small point.

What grabs me first about this book is the style; brief and tersely straight
to the point… so much so you can almost hear G’s voice in your head. The
difference between this and nearly all the other books on soaring soon
becomes obvious. Gone are the ubiquitous, long-winded ‘Janet and John’
simplifications and, instead, a whole set of structured detail that actually
ties up with realities I’ve noticed in the air myself.

For instance; the way thermals get easier to soar the higher you go until at
a certain point they tend to spread out and form vague connected patches
of very mild lift. I’d often wondered how to measure my transit across a
thermal at different heights and lo and behold G spells it out on page 42.
It’s helpful, punchy, to the point, and usefully answers a question I used to
ask myself repeatedly. I don’t need accurate physics… just sensible
rules-of-thumb... and much of this book is stuffed with them.

As for ridge-flying I used to whizz along the South Downs in ignorance and
joy… now I shall hesitate to even go there two-up without a re-run through
G’s sobering opening chapter on ridges again. Imperiling yourself is
effortless!  G’s summaries are easy to remember: You always need to know
where the wind is coming from and what it’s doing where you’re heading…
or at least visualise what it’s likely to be doing… and have an escape route!

The Soaring Engine’s points are well-
illustrated. The diagrams are simple…
crude in places… but quite clear and
effective. G is not interested in fine points
of graphic art… or in photographs for that
matter, for there are none. He simply
wants to clarify a point and move on. A
lot of the book is really all about how to
read the ground.  Especially interesting
are pages on ‘cold triggers’ and  the ways
thermal lift is triggered by and interacts
with various hill slopes. And it’s this kind
of sustained comprehendible detail that
sells the book, in my opinion.

In short, the best thing about The
Soaring Engine Volume One is the way it
turns highly detailed explanation into
bone-practical advice, putting actual
numbers on things wherever relevant.

I can’t wait for Volume Two to discuss wave and convergence lift… and after
that it’s ‘High Performance Soaring’ with Volume Three. So even our LGS
whizz-kids should then be able to find things in it with which to argue over
the bar!

More than well-worth the money… I’d say it was essential reading. And you
can probably get it autographed too. As long as it’s summer…

The Soaring Engine by G Dale
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Date Pilot Glider Task Dist
km

Actual
km/h

07-Jun David Masson LS6W Popham - Thame - Ely - Burley Gate - Dorchester 626 92
07-Jun Bob Thirkell ASG29 Kirton-in-Lindsey - Bullington - Corby 815 91
31-Jul George Metcalfe ASW28 Oxford N - Blakeney Pt-Chedworth 602 93
31-Jul Adrian Emck KA6E Malmsbury - Norman Cross - Badminton 514 73
07-Jun Alan Eckton ASW28-18 Gainsboro2 - Bullington - Naseby 763 86
07-Jun Alistair Nunn JS1B Popham - Thame - Ely - Burley Gate - Dorchester 626 98
31-Jul Graham McAndrew DUO D Sherbourne - Ledbury - Oundle - Birdlip 611 92
07-Jun Patrick Naegeli ASG29 Pocklington - Bullington - Grantham 907 87
07-Jun Zenon Marczynski ASG29 Kirton-in-Lindsey - Bullington - Corby 815 81
31-Jul David Masson LS6W Wincanton - Ravensthorpe - Bruton - Birdlip 622 96
07-Jun Oliver Barter DiscusW Rutland - Bullington - Kettering 611 91
31-Jul Patrick Naegeli ASG29 Sherbourne - Camphill 617 95
18-Jul Alistair Nunn JS1B Sherbourne - Littleport - Marlborough 603 104
28-Apr Andy Aveling DUO D Bicester - Halesworth - Chipping Camden 603 80
09-Jul Garry Coppin ASG29 Wendling - Atherstone - Attleborough 753 80
30-Jul Andy Aveling DUO D EastbourneNW - Kingsclere - Bovey Tracey 605 76
30-Jul David Masson LS6W Birdlip - Polgate - Cirencester - Harting 621 90
28-Apr Graham McAndrew DUO XL Bicester - Halesworth - Chipping Camden 601 80
09-Jul Alistair Nunn JS1B Grantham - Diss - Wantage 571 106
18-Jul Patrick Naegeli ASG29 Sherbourne - Pickenham - Oxford M40 621 90

The table above lists the highest scoring flights on the National Ladder in
2015. All flights started at Lasham, except for two that show the first TP as
Popham. The usual suspects are on the list, though we should note the
appearance of Alan Eckton and Oliver Barton this year.  I had expected this
list to show mainly flights on 7 June, whereas more than half were on other
dates.

Pilots did not all say that the flights with the most points were the most
enjoyable. Dave Masson thought his double out-and-return to Henbury Hill
was particularly good because he used used the sea breeze convergence
on both sides of Devon and thermals up the middle.  “Apart from the odd
really good bit where I could see what was happening it was all a bit iffy

and a case of pressing on to see what was round the next corner.” “On 17
May I nearly got my gold height (from Lasham).  I had a big grin on my
face at 11,000ft, still climbing, thinking about the hat that Dave Draper was
going to have to eat.”

Coastal flights seem to be the ones that everyone looks back on. Even
though Roy Pentecost did  one flight of nearly 800km  on 7 June, that flight
did not feel like his best.  He most enjoyed  the declared 500km  on 25 July
to Axminster, Chippenham and Leominster with stunning views of both
coasts in Devon and the Severn Estuary in unlimited visibility and the task
completed at 97kph.
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However the day that many say was the most memorable was at the tail-end
of the season on 26 September. A group of pilots flew off to the Isle of Wight,
some reaching St Catherine’s Point, while the bravest then cut across the
sea to The Needles.  John Bell reported a seven-knotter. See the Gallery on
Page 11.

Roy Pentecost didn’t just fly his ASG29. He enjoyed a return to vintage flying
on one of the Gliding Heritage Centre's vintage Sundays. He was so overjoyed
at flying the Steinadler (and to be sent as P1 after a single winch launch),
he resolved to do some more.  He rashly declared an ambition to fly 300km
in wood, preferably the Olympia 463 in which he did his Silver C  some 40
years ago. Look out Adrian Emck!

However, people still look dreamy when they think about 7 June. Roy was
surprised to find his glider, which had been parked out ready for an early
start, was covered in a thin film of ice at 0530. He thought it was the latest
frost he had seen. (Ed: Now I know why I was 16th on the grid at 7:30!)

I am glad to hear that Roy, like me, found the day frustrating. After declaring
1000k, he released above the cu at 3000' at 0915, this was followed by a
glide down to 900' near Burghfield and some scraping, The day never really
developed up to as far as Gainsborough (though there were reports on the
radio of 5-6kt everywhere else!). “I was around 1.25 hours behind the
1000km schedule at Pocklington and still the same time behind at Bullington
Cross (1715 hour with still 400km to fly!) I turned back just north of Bicester
as time was obviously slipping away. If only the first couple of hours had
delivered 4-5kt rather than 2-2.5kt ….. “

Hearing this from Roy made me feel much better, until I learned how Alan
Eckton did his first 750 on that day.  He was on the grid by 7.15am (15th)
After starting at 10.20am, north of Silverstone progress also became slower
for him with a low point north of Newark and reaching Gainsborough at an
average of only 68kph. Turning at Bullington Cross at 4.30pm, he decided
that it was going to be a long time before he was in this position again! So
he turned back north still with 270+ km to go. After Naseby the day started
to weaken, but the run back to Lasham was actually fairly uneventful. He
crossed the line at 7.15pm.

Currently John Williams of Trent Valley GC is leading the Open National
Ladder with 24,399 points, though he has only beaten Dave Masson by 112
points. There are five Lasham pilots in the top ten. Adrian Emck, as ever,
leads the Wooden Ladder by a street.

By comparison 2015 was not as good as 2014, but most people think it was
around average. On the pessimistic thought that there will be seasons that
are by definition worse than average, I wish you all a great 2016!

The photo on the previous page is by Peter Masson. It shows Nigel
Mallender near Selsey Bill, on the way to Littlehampton lighthouse
(possibly the third/fourth/fifth lighthouse of the day

Portsmouth Harbour by John Bell
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(all lists are alphabetical)

Committee of Management
Mike Clarke (Chairman)
Julian Richardson
Chris Marren
Mike Philpott
Colin Short

General Manager
Werner Stroud

Flying staff
Colin Watt (Chief Flying Instructor)

Estates Manager
Zenon Marczynski

Hon Treasurer
John McCullagh

Office staff
Joan Carey (Bookkeeper)
Sue Cook
Sharon Farr
Brenda McCune
Sharon White

Workshop
Stuart Clay (Licensed Engineer)
Richard Moyse (Aircraft Workshop Manager)
Gayl Wheelwright (Aircraft Maintenance Manager)

Facilities and winch
Tom Bicknell
Scott Thompson
Quintin Wheelwright (Facilities manager)

Restaurant and bar franchisees
Chefs2U (Matt & Dan Smith)

Other roles
Dave Bowtell (Youth Scheme)
Dave Hopgood (Tugmaster)
Gordon MacDonald (Airspace)
Gary Pullen  (Safety Officer)
Colin Watt (Child Protection Officer)

Sub-committee chairmen
Caravan - Jill Atkinson
Competitions - Joan Bickers
Flying - Colin Watt
Marketing - vacant
Social - Werner Stroud
Single-seaters - Colin Simpson

Volunteers
Throughout the Society there are many other
volunteers and occasional employees. These are
too numerous to mention but they always have
our thanks.

Lasham Trust
The place for donations to make Lasham even
better. The trustees are: Graham Garnett and
Nigel Mallender and Mike Philpott
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